Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The breakthroughs in induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology shed light on the regenerative medicine; by introducing a panel of transcription factors, somatic cells can be converted into iPSCs that exhibit pluripotency and self-renewal capacity similar to embryonic stem cells (ESCs)^[@CR1]^. The use of human embryo in academic research or clinical practice is quite limited due to the ethical controversies, iPSCs obtained by reprogramming from somatic cells therefore display superior potential for therapeutic applications^[@CR2]^. How close the iPSCs to their target ESCs, however, has not been thoroughly elucidated. Although many iPSCs were reported remarkably similar to ESCs, iPSCs and ESCs with different gene expression profiles were constantly found in different studies^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. Thus, prior to the clinical application of iPSCs, identifying the similarities and differences between the two types of pluripotent cells and the biological events related to these subtle differences will be valuable.

Comparative proteomics analyses based on mass spectrometry (MS) have been applied to gain insights into the similarities and differences between iPSCs and ESCs^[@CR5],[@CR6]^. Meanwhile, the behaviour of pluripotent cells has been shown to be tightly controlled by extrinsic and intrinsic factors^[@CR7]^, the plasma membrane-associated proteins that serve as interfaces between the cell and the surrounding environment are of importance in cellular signalling process and therefore are regarded as biomarker candidates^[@CR8],[@CR9]^. Thus, the comparison of membrane proteome may help us identify pathways that translate external factors into internal signals for self-renewal and differentiation induction^[@CR10]^. Although membrane proteins are known to serve as surface specific markers and of clinical potential^[@CR11]^, the analyses of membrane proteins from whole cell lysates are technically difficult due to the relatively low abundance and hydrophobic properties of membrane proteins^[@CR12]^. The studies of iPSCs and ESCs exclusively on membrane proteome therefore became promising but challenging. Nevertheless, currently, no pairwise comparisons were specifically performed on human membrane proteome of ESCs, iPSCs, and their precursor somatic cells to the best of our knowledge. In this context, we aimed at conducting a comparative proteomics analysis of the membrane protein profiles of human ESCs (hESCs), human iPSCs (hiPSCs), and human precursor foreskin fibroblast cell lines (HFF).

There are usually functional analyses following comparative proteomics to gain insights into the underlying biological mechanism behind the proteomic data. Over the past decade, several pathway analysis methods have been developed and applied to numerous comparative omics studies to perform functional analyses^[@CR13]^. The biomolecules involved in the underlying mechanism behind the long lists of omics profiles are expected to be identified by these pathway analysis tools or databases such as KEGG^[@CR14],[@CR15]^. Pathway analysis approaches have also been used to identify pathways significantly regulated between hiPSCs and their precursor somatic cells, or to assess the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs at the pathway level^[@CR5],[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Each of the above two applications of pathway analysis, however, can only identify the differences between hiPSCs and precursor somatic cells, or the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs; we did not know the relations between the two sorts of differences. In other words, we did not know how the reprogramming of hiPSCs affects the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs. Given that hiPSCs are reprogrammed from somatic cells and designated to function as hESCs in an undifferentiated state, a three-way pathway comparison of pathways regulated between hiPSCs and hESCs, hiPSCs and precursor somatic cells, and hESCs and precursor somatic cells might identify pathways that contribute to the subtle differences between hiPSCs and hESCs. Nevertheless, none of the current research performed such a three-way comparison of the pathways regulated among hiPSCs, hESCs, and somatic precursor cells.

In this study, a computational three-way pathway analysis was conducted using the bioinformatics tool Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. Three membrane protein profiles of expression ratio of hiPSCs to HFF, hESCs to HFF, and hiPSCs to hESCs were subjected to GSEA to find significantly regulated pathways. On the basis of these identified pathways, our hiPSCs and hESCs samples were found very similar at protein and pathway levels. Moreover, by matching the significant pathways of hiPSCs to hESCs against those of hiPSCs to HFF and hESCs to HFF, certain pathways were hypothesized to undergo an incomplete regulation during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs, which may contribute to the subtle differences between hiPSCs and hESCs. Our results showed that during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs, pathway *focal adhesion* may undergo an incomplete repression and *oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport* may undergo an incomplete activation.

Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

The proteomics analysis in this study was composed of three steps as depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Since our goal aimed at capturing differences that were consistently revealed between hiPSCs and hESCs, the first step of the analysis was to compile our mass spectrometry-based membrane proteomic data into three comparative protein expression profiles: one for hiPSCs versus somatic precursor HFF (hiPSCs/HFF), one for hESCs versus somatic precursor HFF (hESCs/HFF), and one for hiPSCs versus hESCs (hiPSCs/hESCs) (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1The workflow of our three-way pathway comparison on the comparative membrane proteomics of hiPSCs, hESCs, and HFF. (**a**) On the basis of spectral raw data, three profiles of protein expression log~2~ ratio, hiPSCs/HFF, hESCs/HFF, and hiPSCs/hESCs, were generated for hiPSCs versus HFF, hESCs versus HFF, and hiPSCs versus hESCs. (**b**) The similarity between hiPSCs and hESCs at protein expression level were evaluated by the Spearman correlation coefficient between hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF and a histogram describing the distribution of protein log~2~ ratios of hiPSCs/hESCs. (**c**) A three-way pathway comparison was performed on the significant pathways (obtained from GSEA) of hiPSCs/HFF, hESCs/HFF, and hiPSCs/hESCs to identify important pathways that may contribute to the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs.

The second step of our analysis was to estimate how close our hiPSC cell lines to hESC cell lines at protein expression level (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}); the hiPSC cell lines were expected to be very similar to the hESC cell lines. Since the output of IDEAL-Q, the software we used to quantify proteins, is not absolute expression level but relative expression ratio, we can only compare protein profiles using ratios with respect to the same base (i.e., same denominator). So the similarity between the hiPSC and hESC cell lines was assessed by the following two measures: 1) the Spearman correlation coefficient between the hESCs/HFF and hiPSCs/HFF profiles, and 2) a histogram to show the distribution of the protein expression log~2~ ratios of the hiPSCs/hESCs profile. If most proteins in hiPSCs and hESCs had similar expression levels, there would be a high accumulation of proteins with zero log~2~ ratio in the histogram.

The final step of our analysis was to estimate how close our hiPSC cell lines approach to hESC cell lines at functional level by identifying significant pathways related to the differences among hiPSCs, hESCs, and somatic HFF (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On the basis of pathways reported by the GSEA, a three-way pathway comparison was performed to answer the following three questions:The similarity between the hiPSCs and hESCs.The pathways related to the differences between the hiPSCs and hESCs.The biological processes during the reprogramming of hiPSCs which may contribute to the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs.

Expression profiles of hiPSCs/HFF, hESCs/HFF, and hiPSCs/hESCs {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The protein identification was achieved by shotgun-based mass spectrometry analysis. To ensure statistical confidence of protein identification, we performed a decoy database search, obtained by searching against a Mascot-created randomized protein sequence database with identical validation criteria and search parameters, to evaluate the false discovery rate (FDR) of protein identification. It is noted that all the protein identification results were obtained at false discovery rate \<1% at protein level with at least one unique peptide. An hiPSCs/HFF profile of 792 proteins was obtained by taking the intersection of the two protein identification results for the hiPSC CFB46 cell line versus somatic precursor HFF (1100 proteins) and the hiPSC CFB50 cell line versus somatic precursor HFF (1111 proteins). Similarly, an hESCs/HFF profile of 752 proteins was obtained by taking the intersection of the two profiles for the hESC NTU1 cell line versus somatic precursor HFF (1110 proteins) and the hESC H9 cell line versus somatic precursor HFF (1105 proteins). To generate the hiPSCs/hESCs profile, we first generated two profiles: one of 864 proteins for hiPSCs versus hESC NTU1 by taking the intersection of the two profiles for hiPSC CFB46 versus hESC NTU1 (1125 proteins) and hiPSC CFB50 versus hESC NTU1 (1128 proteins), and the other of 870 proteins for hiPSCs versus hESC H9 by taking the intersection of the two profiles for hiPSC CFB46 versus hESC H9 (1115 proteins) and hiPSC CFB50 versus hESC H9 (1122 proteins). The hiPSCs/hESCs profile of 810 proteins was thereafter obtained by taking the intersection of the two generated profiles. The raw protein profiles from mass spectrometry and the above three integrated protein profiles were listed in Supplementary Tables [S1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [S2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, respectively.

Similarity measure of hiPSCs and hESCs at protein expression level {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The protein log~2~ ratios of the hESCs/HFF profile against that of the hiPSCs/HFF profile were depicted in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.945 was received to show the high similarity between the proteomic profiles of hESCs and hiPSCs. Moreover, a histogram showing the distribution of the log~2~ ratios of the hiPSCs/hESCs profile was depicted in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The narrow and high spike near the zero of the x-axis also revealed the high similarity between our hiPSC and hESC samples.Figure 2Similarity evaluation of the membrane proteomes among hiPSCs, hESCs, and HFF. (**a**) The protein log~2~ ratios of the profile hiPSCs/HFF are plotted against those of hESCs/HFF. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.945 was obtained. (**b**) The histogram depicted the distribution of protein log~2~ ratios of the profile hiPSCs/hESCs. (**c**) The protein log~2~ ratios of the profile hiPSCs/hESCs are plotted against those of HFF/hESCs. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.187 was obtained. (**d**) The protein log~2~ ratios of the profile hESCs/hiPSCs are plotted against those of HFF/hiPSCs. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.076 was obtained.

The protein log~2~ ratios of the HFF/hESCs against that of the hiPSCs/hESCs profile were depicted in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.187 revealed that our hiPSC samples were very different from HFF. The protein log~2~ ratios of the HFF/hiPSCs profile against that of the hECSs/hiPSCs profile were depicted in Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.076 reveal that our hESC samples were also very different from HFF.

Three-way pathway comparison of hiPSCs/HFF, hESCs/HFF, and hiPSCs/hESCs {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Pathway comparison between hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF {#Sec6}

To evaluate the results of the reprogramming of hiPSCs, we assessed the similarity between hiPSCs and hESCs at the functional level; we identified significant pathways associated with the profiles hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF. As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the GSEA reported 13 significant pathways (4 up-regulated and 9 down-regulated) common to both hESCs/HFF and hiPSCs/HFF while 6 significant pathways (5 up-regulated and 1 down-regulated) exclusive to hiPSCs/HFF. The differentially expressed proteins that contributed to the significance of these pathways were summarized in Supplementary Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}. Our results revealed that the two pluripotent cells did share some regulation patterns when compared to the somatic HFF cell. The four common down-regulated pathways *platelet activation signaling and aggregation*, *hemostasis*, *adaptive immune system*, and *immune system* are related to hemostasis and immune system. To the best of our knowledge, currently, no evidence was reported to show the regulation of immune-related signalling during reprogramming processes. The GSEA results in this study, however, showed that numerous down-regulated proteins were found enriched in the immune-related pathway between the pluripotent cells and their differentiated counterpart (Supplementary Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}), which suggests the possible correlation between the reprogramming processes and immune signalling. For example, our results showed that TAP-1 (Antigen peptide transporter 1) and HLA-C (Major Histocompatibility Complex, Class I, C) were down-regulated in hESCs and hiPSCs; the two proteins were reported involved in an immune evasion mechanism of pluripotent cells^[@CR20]^.Table 1Significant pathways of hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF.PathwayhiPSCs/HFF (p-val/FDR)hESCs/HFF (p-val/FDR)REACTOME: platelet activation signaling and aggregationDOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.000REACTOME: hemostasisDOWN 0.000/0.002DOWN 0.000/0.007REACTOME: adaptive immune systemDOWN 0.002/0.003DOWN 0.002/0.002REACTOME: immune systemDOWN 0.000/0.003DOWN 0.002/0.006KEGG: regulation of actin cytoskeletonDOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.000KEGG: focal adhesionDOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.001KEGG: leukocyte transendothelial migrationDOWN 0.101/0.132DOWN 0.060/0.088REACTOME: axon guidanceDOWN 0.000/0.004DOWN 0.000/0.010REACTOME: developmental biologyDOWN 0.002/0.003DOWN 0.002/0.009REACTOME: TCA cycle and respiratory electron transportUP 0.000/0.004UP 0.000/0.001KEGG: oxidative phosphorylationUP 0.000/0.001UP 0.000/0.000KEGG: Alzheimer's diseaseUP 0.159/0.196UP 0.084/0.074KEGG: Huntington's diseaseUP 0.000/0.001UP 0.000/0.000KEGG: tight junctionDOWN 0.222/0.214N/A---REACTOME: respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteinsUP 0.000/0.003N/A---KEGG: Parkinson's diseaseUP 0.000/0.001N/A---REACTOME: post-translational protein modificationUP 0.004/0.020N/A 0.224/0.601REACTOME: metabolism of proteinsUP 0.002/0.039N/A 0.088/0.694REACTOME: asparagine N-linked glycosylationUP 0.105/0.204N/A 0.534/0.626UP: up-regulation; DOWN: down-regulation; N/A: not applicable; hiPSCs: human induced pluripotent stem cells; hESCs: human embryonic stem cells; HFF: human foreskin fibroblast; p-val: p-value; FDR: false discovery rate; ---: not in GSEA.

Another three common down-regulated pathways *regulation of actin cytoskeleton*, *focal adhesion*, and *leukocyte transendothelial migration* are related to cell motility and cell adhesion. Previous studies have revealed that pluripotent stem cells adopt tight colony morphology with low adhesive strength, in contrast to the parental somatic fibroblast cells. The differentiation of hiPSCs significantly increases the adhesion strength to the ECM and the differences in adhesive strength were found correlated to more focal adhesions in parental cells than in hiPSCs^[@CR21]^. Protein signatures related to focal adhesion such as vinculin, talin, actin stress fibre, and α~5~β~1~-integrin were found enriched in human fibroblasts when compared to hiPSCs, and both hESCs and hiPSCs possess lower adhesion strength than fibroblasts^[@CR21]^. Moreover, to support stem cell self-renewal and prevent differentiation, the pluripotent stem cells were reported to promote the inactivation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) signalling^[@CR22]^. The FAK signalling was mentioned related to the focal adhesion pathway^[@CR23],[@CR24]^. Based on our results along with the previous findings, the proteins related to focal adhesion pathway might be modulated to be down-regulated in stem cells to maintain the undifferentiated states.

In our proteomic data, the enriched protein PDGFRβ (Platelet-derived growth factor receptor-beta) was down-regulated in the *focal adhesion* pathway of both hESCs/HFF and hiPSCs/HFF. The PDGFRβ was reported up-regulated in human fibroblasts when compared to pluripotent cells and known to be involved in cell migration that is suggested related to focal adhesion^[@CR25],[@CR26]^. Our results were basically in agreement with previous findings regarding the shift of adhesive properties during reprogramming^[@CR21]^. All the enriched proteins in our study were further subjected to the STRING database for protein-protein interaction analysis. A tightly connected protein interaction module was formed by 15 enriched proteins (in both hESCs/HFF and hiPSCs/HFF) including small GTPase proteins RHOA (ras homolog gene family, member A), RAP1B (RAP1B, a member of RAS oncogene family), and CDC42 (cell division cycle 42). Remarkably, all the members of this module were found within the *focal adhesion* pathway, which implies that focal adhesion may function between pluripotent cells and differentiated fibroblast cells (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Figure 3The protein interaction module in the *focal adhesion* pathway regulated between pluripotent cells and somatic fibroblast cells. This module was composed of 15 proteins that were enriched in the *focal adhesion* pathway. The interactions between these proteins were suggested by the STRING database. Table 2Fifteen enriched proteins within a tightly connected protein interaction module regulated between pluripotent cells and differentiated fibroblast cells in *focal adhesion* pathway.Gene SymbolProtein DescriptionACTBActin, cytoplasmic 1ACTN1Alpha-actinin-1CAV1Isoform Alpha of Caveolin-1CDC42Isoform 2 of Cell division control protein 42 homologCOL1A1Collagen alpha-1(I) chainCOL6A3alpha 3 type VI collagen isoform 4 precursorFLNAIsoform 2 of Filamin-AFN1Isoform 1 of FibronectinITGA5Integrin alpha-5ITGB1Isoform Beta-1A of Integrin beta-1PDGFRBBeta-type platelet-derived growth factor receptorRAP1BRas-related protein Rap-1bRHOATransforming protein RhoATLN1Talin-1VCLIsoform 1 of VinculinThe protein interaction modules were revealed based on the STRING database.

As to the remaining two common down-regulated pathways *axon guidance* and *development biology*, more than half of enriched proteins also appeared in the cell motility and cell adhesion pathways. Thus the down-regulation of these proteins in cell motility and cell adhesion may also contribute to the statistical significance of the two pathways.

On the other hand, the two pathways *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport* and *oxidative phosphorylation* were found up-regulated in both pluripotent cells when compared to somatic fibroblast cells. The two pathways are mitochondrial-mediated metabolic pathways. Previous studies concluded that pluripotent cells favour glycolysis as a source of energy, whereas the differentiated somatic cells rely on mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation for energy production^[@CR27]^. Nevertheless, proper mitochondrial network integrity and functions were reported to be important for the maintenance of pluripotency^[@CR28]^. Our results were in agreement with the finding of a recent membrane proteomic study on murine iPSCs; the up-regulated proteins in either murine ESCs or iPSCs were found enriched in oxidative phosphorylation and electron transport chain (relative to fibroblast cells)^[@CR29]^. Another recent proteomic study on human iPSCs also obtained similar results that proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation were up-regulated^[@CR30]^. In addition, a study focusing on the energy metabolism of hiPSCs revealed that despite the lower mitochondrial activity, the protein expression level of mitochondrial complexes II, III, and V was found up-regulated in pluripotent cells when compared to differentiated cells possibly due to a higher level of c-myc^[@CR31]^. All the aforementioned studies support our results (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Table [S3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}) to the up-regulation of certain mitochondrial complex components in pluripotent cells at protein expression level. The elevated expression of numerous proteins in the electron transport was suggested to be involved in the stoichiometric change of the electron transport chain, which may affect the composition of respiratory supercomplexes and lead to a decrease in efficiency of oxidative phosphorylation^[@CR32],[@CR33]^.

The remaining two common up-regulated pathways *Alzheimer's disease* and *Huntington's disease* are related to the biological signalling in diseases. As depicted in the KEGG database, oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondrial-related functions are involved in these disease pathways, the up-regulation of the mitochondrial-related proteins may also contribute to the statistical significance of the two disease pathways. During the pathogenesis of the two diseases, mitochondrial abnormalities and impaired mitochondrial functions have been revealed^[@CR34],[@CR35]^. There is also evidence that the mitochondrial and related respiratory functions are modulated during the reprogramming process in favour of pluripotent glycolytic metabolism^[@CR27]^. Alzheimer's and Huntington's diseases are known to be caused by the accumulation of disordered protein β-amyloid precursor protein (APP) and huntingtin (HTT), respectively^[@CR34],[@CR36]^. Although the proteins APP was not found enriched in our membrane proteomic data, the level of APP was reported to be highly expressed in undifferentiated human transformed pluripotent stem cells^[@CR37]^. Huntingtin was absent from our data because it is not a membrane protein. However, HTT is required for normal hematopoiesis and has been reported to be expressed in embryonic cells^[@CR38]^. Whether or not the proteins APP and HTT are involved in the regulation of mitochondrial function during the reprogramming process may require further investigation.

We also investigated those pathways that were differentially regulated between hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF. As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the three pathways *tight junction*, *respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins*, and *Parkinson's disease* were found significant only in hiPSCs/HFF. As to the hESCs/HFF profile, the three pathways were not identified as significant by the GSEA due to the parameter setting of the GSEA; only those pathways containing no less than 20 mapped proteins can be served as the candidates of significant pathways. Both *tight junction* and *Parkinson's disease* contained 19 proteins in the hESCs/HFF profile, and *respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins* contained 18 proteins in the hESCs/HFF. Since the number of mapped proteins of the three pathways was close to the threshold 20, the three pathways were suggested to be significant to both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF.

While further dug into the *tight junction* pathway, we found that many down-regulated enriched proteins in both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF were also enriched in cell motility and cell adhesion-related pathways. Since *tight junction* is known to be involved in cell adhesion signalling^[@CR39]^, the *tight junction* pathway seems to possess similar down-regulation pattern as well as other cell motility and cell adhesion-related pathways. Likewise, many enriched proteins in *respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins* and *Parkinson's disease* pathways were mostly the mitochondrial-related proteins that were up-regulated in *oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport* pathways. As the aforementioned pathways *Alzheimer's disease* and *Huntington's disease*, the statistical significance of *respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins* and *Parkinson's disease* may also come from the up-regulation of the mitochondrial-related pathways.

The three pathways *post-translational protein modification*, *metabolism of protein*, and *asparagine N-linked glycosylation* were also reported significant only in hiPSCs/HFF; the three pathways are related to protein metabolism and post-translational modification. We found that proteins UGGT1 (UDP-glucose glycoprotein glucosyltransferase 1), SLC25A4 (solute carrier family 25, member 4), PIGK (phosphatidylinositol glycan anchor biosynthesis, class K), and WBSCR17 (Williams-Beuren syndrome chromosome region 17) were up-regulated and enriched in hiPSCs/HFF but missed in hESCs/HFF. In addition, proteins DOLPP1 (dolichyl pyrophosphate phosphatase 1), FAU (ubiquitin-like protein FUBI), GALNT2 (polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2), GALNT7 (polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 7), RPS19 (ribosomal protein S19), RPS20 (ribosomal protein S20), and PIGT (phosphatidylinositol glycan anchor biosynthesis) were up-regulated at a higher expression level in hiPSCs/HFF than in hESCs/HFF. Pathways related to protein metabolism and post-translational modification may possess different expression patterns among the two pluripotent cells while compared to somatic HFF.

### Functional analysis of the differences between hiPSCs and hESCs {#Sec7}

To reveal the difference in biological functions between hiPSCs and hESCs, we examined the significant pathways of the hiPSCs/hESCs profile. There were 11 pathways (4 up-regulated and 7 down-regulated) differentially regulated between the two pluripotent cells (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The 11 pathways can be characterized into three functional categories after a cross-reference to the significant pathways of hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF. As listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the three protein modification-related pathways *N-glycan biosynthesis*, *post-translational modification*, and *asparagine N-linked glycosylation* were up-regulated in hiPSCs/hESCs. The *post-translational modification* and *asparagine N-linked glycosylation* were also up-regulated in hiPSCs/HFF. None of the three was up-regulated in hESCs/HFF. The result indicates that the pathways related to protein modification might be specifically regulated in hiPSCs when compared to either pluripotent hESCs or somatic HFF.Table 3Three-way pathway comparison of hiPSCs/hESCs, hiPSCs/HFF, and hESCs/HFF.PathwayhiPSCs/hESCs (p-val/FDR)hiPSCs/HFF (p-val/FDR)hESCs/HFF (p-val/FDR)KEGG: N-glycan biosynthesisUP 0.006/0.013N/A---N/A---REACTOME: post translational protein modificationUP 0.000/0.006UP 0.004/0.020N/A 0.224/0.601REACTOME: asparagine N-linked glycosylationUP 0.008/0.037UP 0.105/0. 204N/A 0.534/0.626KEGG: focal adhesionUP 0.062/0.111DOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.001KEGG: oxidative phosphorylationDOWN 0.033/0.232UP 0.000/0.001UP 0.000/0.000REACTOME: TCA cycle and respiratory electron transportDOWN 0.056/0.187UP 0.000/0.004UP 0.000/0.001KEGG: Alzheimer's diseaseDOWN 0.066/0.088UP 0.159/0.196UP 0.084/0.074KEGG: Huntington's diseaseDOWN 0.057/0.113UP 0.000/0.001UP 0.000/0.000KEGG: Parkinson's diseaseDOWN 0.063/0.150UP 0.000/0.001N/A---REACTOME: respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteinsDOWN 0.032/0.223UP 0.000/0.003N/A ---REACTOME: mitochondrial protein importDOWN 0.061/0.144N/A ---N/A ---UP: up-regulation; DOWN: down-regulation; N/A: not applicable; hiPSCs: human induced pluripotent stem cells; hESCs: human embryonic stem cells; HFF: human foreskin fibroblast; p-val: p-value; FDR: false discovery rate; ---: not in GSEA.

The pathway *focal adhesion* was found to be significant in all the three profiles hiPSCs/hESCs, hiPSCs/HFF, and hESCs/HFF. The pathway was up-regulated in hiPSCs/hESCs and down-regulated in both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF. The down-regulation of *focal adhesion* in both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF suggested that the pathway may be less activated in both pluripotent cells than in somatic HFF cells. The up-regulation of *focal adhesion* in hiPSCs/hESCs further revealed that the pathway may be more activated in hiPSCs than in hESCs. On the basis of the regulation direction of *focal adhesion* in the three profiles, we hypothesized that *focal adhesion* may undergo an incomplete repression during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 4The hypothetical incomplete regulation of pathways during the reprogramming of hiPSCs. (**a**) Down-regulation in hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF and up-regulation in hiPSCs/hESCs suggest an incomplete repression of pathways. (**b**) Up-regulation in hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF and down-regulation in hiPSCs/hESCs suggest an incomplete activation of pathways.

There were 7 down-regulated significant pathways *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport*, *respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins*, *mitochondrial protein import*, *oxidative phosphorylation*, *Alzheimer's disease*, *Huntington's disease*, and *Parkinson's disease* in hiPSCs/hESCs. When cross-referencing to the significant pathways of hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF, pathways related to mitochondria functions (*oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport*) and diseases (*Alzheimer's disease* and *Huntington's disease*) were up-regulated in both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF. The 4 pathways are either mitochondrial-mediated metabolic pathways or selected as significant pathways because most of their members are involved in mitochondrial function. We therefore paid our attention only to those mitochondrial-related pathways. According to the regulation direction of the mitochondrial-related pathways in the three profiles, *oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport* were hypothesized to undergo an incomplete activation during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

The reprogramming of hiPSCs has been shown to be a multi-stage process that involves large-scale changes in the transcriptional and epigenetic states of somatic cells. Several expressed genes and pathways in somatic cells were suggested to act as antagonizing barriers during the reprogramming^[@CR40]^. The barriers may jeopardize the changes in the adhesive signature in reprogramming and lead to the incomplete regulation of the *focal adhesion* pathways. Besides, metabolic change may serve as a vital progress during the reprogramming of hiPSCs^[@CR41]^. The genes involved in glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation undergo epigenetic and gene expression changes for progressive resetting of metabolite levels^[@CR42]^. The reprogrammed iPSCs, however, may still retain specific chromatin modifications related to cellular respiration and metabolism. Similar to the epigenetic memory, a notion of "metabolic memory" retained in iPSCs was proposed to detain the metabolic reprogramming process and provide a metabolic barrier for reprogramming^[@CR43]^. The reprogramming barriers and metabolic memory may lead to the incomplete regulation of hiPSCs.

There were several membrane proteins that were enriched in the aforementioned significant pathways and whose regulation directions concurred with the regulation directions of these pathways. These proteins may serve as the starting points of the research to make hiPSCs closer to hESCs since membrane proteins usually play an important role in biological signalling. For the hypothetical incomplete repressed pathway *focal adhesion*, several proteins such as ACTN1 (actinin, alpha 1), VCL, and Rap1B were down-regulated in both hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF but up-regulated in hiPSCs/hESCs (Table [4A](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). For the hypothetical incomplete activated pathways *oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport*, several proteins such as UQCRQ (ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase, complex III subunit VII), CYC1 (cytochrome c 1), COX4I1 (cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV isoform 1), and ATP5H (ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit d) were found up-regulated in hiPSCs/HFF and hESCs/HFF and down-regulated in hiPSC/hESCs (Table [4B](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). These membrane proteins might all be used for the further study of dissimilarity between hiPSCs and hESCs.Table 4The expression log~2~ ratio of the discriminated proteins in the hypothetical incomplete regulated pathways. (**A**) Pathway *focal adhesion* (**B**) Pathways *oxidative phosphorylation* and *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport*.Gene SymbolhiPSCs/hESCshiPSCs/HFFhESCs/HFF**A**.ACTN10.355−2.251−2.696CAV10.195−3.113−3.461FN10.350−1.622−1.992RAP1B0.394−1.632−2.044RHOA0.233−1.010−1.265VCL0.647−1.647−2.371**B**.ATP5H−0.3612.1952.603ATP5J2−0.2831.8042.089ATP5L−0.3291.4981.917COX4I1−0.4291.2991.794CYC1−0.5780.8131.576NDUFA9−0.4270.9181.216NDUFB10−0.2271.3191.403NDUFB6−0.2212.0242.223UQCRFS1−0.5011.7932.349UQCRQ−0.5772.1152.672

Even though a comprehensive three-way pathway comparison has been performed on the three profiles hiPSCs/hESCs, hiPSCs/HFF, and hESCs/HFF, we are not sure if the obtained hypothetical incomplete repressed and activated pathways are actually involved in the biological events behind the reprogramming process of hiPSCs. To address this issue, we surveyed related proteomic studies and found a proteomics research that supports our results to certain degree^[@CR5]^. There were two human fibroblast (HF) cell lines IMR90 fetal fibroblasts and 4Skin fetal fibroblasts used in the study, and each of them had two biological replicas. The study therefore obtained 12 profiles of protein relative expression ratio, in which 4 profiles recorded log~2~ ratios of hiPSCs to somatic cells, 4 recorded log~2~ ratios of hESCs to somatic cells, and 4 recorded log~2~ ratios of hiPSCs to hESCs. To be compared to our results, the 12 obtained profiles were subjected to our data integration procedure to produce three integrated profiles, one for hiPSCs versus somatic HFs (hiPSCs/HFs), one for hESCs versus somatic HFs (hESCs/HFs), and one for hiPSCs versus hESCs (hiPSCs/hESCs). The three integrated profiles are shown in Table [S4](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}. The three profiles were subjected to GSEA to perform pathway analyses; the identified significant pathways were summarized in Supplementary Table [S5](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"} and the differentially expressed proteins that contributed to the significance of these pathways were summarized in Supplementary Table [S6](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}. We adopted the same strategy of our pathway analysis. The identified significant pathways of hiPSCs/hESCs were cross-referenced to those of hiPSCs/HFs and hESCs/HFs, and the results are listed in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The results showed that the pathway *focal adhesion* was up-regulated in hiPSCs/hESCs and down-regulated in both hiPSCs/HFs and hESCs/HFs, which is in agreement with our result: *focal adhesion* may undergo an incomplete repression process during the reprogramming of hiPSCs. On the other hand, the pathway *TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport* was found down-regulated in hiPSCs/hESCs but missed in both hESCs/HFs and hiPSCs/HFs. Although the mitochondrial-related pathway did not totally possess the same regulation patterns as ours, hiPSCs in the study also showed the same trend towards up-regulation when compared to hESCs as revealed by our study. The conclusion drawn from this study is similar to ours, which greatly increase the confidence of our results because there are usually significant differences among pluripotent cells obtained from different laboratories. The *focal adhesion* and mitochondrial-related pathways are therefore suggested to be incomplete events during the reprogramming process of hiPSCs.Table 5Three-way pathway comparison of hiPSCs/hESCs, hiPSCs/HFs, and hESCs/HFs on a public dataset.PathwayshiPSCs/hESCs (p-val /FDR)hiPSCs/HFs (p-val/FDR)hESCs/HFs (p-val/FDR)KEGG: DNA replicationUP 0.096/0.245UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000KEGG: ECM-receptor interactionUP 0.003/0.025DOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.000KEGG: arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC)UP 0.011/0.145DOWN 0.051/0.060DOWN 0.011/0.013KEGG: focal adhesion\*UP 0.003/0.136DOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.000KEGG: regulation of actin cytoskeletonUP 0.002/0.107DOWN 0.000/0.000DOWN 0.000/0.000KEGG: epithelial cell signaling in helicobacter pylori infectionUP 0.083/0.247DOWN 0.076/0.118DOWN 0.017/0.021REACTOME: cell surface interactions at the vascular wallUP 0.002/0.185DOWN 0.031/0.031DOWN 0.004/0.006REACTOME: integrin cell surface interactionsUP 0.003/0.123DOWN 0.005/0.007DOWN 0.004/0.005REACTOME: glucose transportDOWN 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000REACTOME: regulation of glucokinase by glucokinase regulatory proteinDOWN 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000REACTOME: transport of ribonucleoproteins into the host nucleusDOWN 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000REACTOME: processing of capped intron-containing pre-mRNADOWN 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000REACTOME: NEP/NS2 interacts with the cellular export machineryDOWN 0.027/0.030UP 0.000/0.000UP 0.000/0.000KEGG: arginine and proline metabolismDOWN 0.055/0.058N/A 0.615 /0.684UP 0.053/0.105KEGG: fatty acid metabolismDOWN 0.101/0.198N/A 0.946/1.000UP 0.025/0.078KEGG: peroxisomeDOWN 0.000/0.001N/A 0.589/0.623N/A 0.388/0.553REACTOME: TCA cycle and respiratory electron transport\*DOWN 0.000/0.042N/A 0.999/1.000N/A 0.327/0.442REACTOME: respiratory electron transport ATP synthesis by chemiosmotic coupling and heat production by uncoupling proteins\*DOWN 0.086/0.224N/A 0.728/0.778N/A 0.558/0.641REACTOME: pyruvate metabolism and citric acid (TCA) cycleDOWN 0.000/0.005N/A 0.998/1.000N/A 0.539/0.639^\*^Significant pathways found in both public dataset and our dataset; UP: up-regulation; DOWN: down-regulation; N/A: not applicable; hiPSCs: human induced pluripotent stem cells; hESCs: human embryonic stem cells; HF: human fibroblast; p-val: p-value; FDR: false discovery rate.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Culture of hiPSCs and hESCs {#Sec9}
---------------------------

Two hESC cell lines NTU1 and H9^[@CR44],[@CR45]^, two hiPSC cell lines CFB46 and CFB50 (retroviral reprogrammed and passaged from our previous studies)^[@CR46],[@CR47]^, and their somatic precursor HFF cells (human foreskin fibroblast cells) were prepared for this study. Both hiPSC cell lines and the two hESC cell lines were maintained on MEF (mouse embryonic fibroblast feeder) with the serum-free medium as previously described^[@CR47],[@CR48]^, and the somatic precursor HFF cells were obtained and cultured in DMEM with 20% FBS (fetal bovine serum) as described in a previous study as well^[@CR47]^.

Membrane fractionation and gel-assisted digestion of membrane proteins {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The isolation of membrane proteins and the following gel-assisted digestion were performed using the protocol we conducted in our membrane proteomic study^[@CR49]^. In brief, after washed with PBS (phosphate buffered saline), the cells were collected and homogenized in hypotonic buffer (1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 10 mM HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.5, 10 mM KCl, and 1 × protease inhibitor mixture (Calbiochem)). We first removed nuclei by a centrifugation at 3,000 × *g* for 10 min at 4 °C. The post-nuclear supernatant was then mixed with 1.8 M sucrose and subjected to a second centrifugation at 13,000 × *g* for 1 h at 4 °C to obtain membrane pellet. After washed with ice-cold 0.1 M Na~2~CO~3~ (pH 11.5), the membrane pellet was dissolved in 90% (v/v) formic acid and vacuum-dried.

To prepare samples for following MS analyses, the membrane pellet was subjected to gel-assisted digestion^[@CR49]^. The membrane protein pellet was first resuspended and added with 5 mM TCEP (Tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride) and 2 mM MMTS (methyl methanethiosulfonate) for protein reduction and protein alkylation, respectively. Next, the protein sample was applied with 10% (w/v) APS (Ammonium persulfate), Acrylamide/bisacrylamide (40%, 29:1, v/v), and 100% TEMED (N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine) to polymerize as a gel. After the gel was cut into small pieces and washed, the tryptic digestion (protein: trypsin 10:1, w/w) was performed in 25 mM TEABC (triethylammonium bicarbonate) at 37 °C overnight. A sequential extraction with 25 mM TEABC, 0.1% (v/v) TFA (trifluoroacetic acid) in water, 0.1% (v/v) TFA in ACN (acetonitrile), and 100% ACN was performed to extract peptides from the gel. The peptides were then concentrated in a SpeedVac and subjected to MS analysis.

Mass spectrometry analysis for protein identification and quantification {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, the liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analyses were performed for protein identification and quantitation using Waters Q-TOF Premier mass spectrometer (Waters Corp., Milford, MA). Follow our previous study^[@CR50]^, the samples were first injected into a trap column (20-mm × 180-μm), separated by a capillary column (200-mm × 75 mm), and eluted with a linear gradient of 0--80% of 0.1% (v/v) FA in ACN at 300 nl/min for 120 min. Data acquisition was operated under the duty cycle of full MS scan (m/z 400--1600, 0.6 s) followed by three MS/MS scans (m/z 100--1990, 1.2 s for each scan) on the three highest peaks present in the full MS scan.

The MS/MS data were processed and searched against International Protein Index (IPI) human database^[@CR51]^ (v3.29, 68161 sequences) using Mascot v2.2 (Matrix science, London, United Kingdom, <http://www.matrixscience.com/>). The search parameters were set as follows: 0.3-Da and 0.1-Da mass tolerances for MS and MS/MS fragment ions, respectively; oxidation (Met) and methylation (Cys) as variable modifications; up to 2 missed cleavages. Only unique peptides with scores higher than 35 (p \< 0.05) were confidently assigned. A decoy database search was also performed to evaluate the false discovery rate of protein identification by searching against a Mascot-created randomize protein sequence database with identical validation criteria and search parameters. The Mascot search results were exported in extensive markup language (XML) data format.

In the current study, protein quantitation was performed by a label-free approach using the IDEAL-Q software^[@CR52]^. The spectral raw data were first converted into mzXML format using a computational tool, massWolf v4.0 (<http://sourceforge.net/projects/sashimi/files/massWolf> (MassLynx converter)). The obtained mzXML data coupled with Mascot search results in XML format were then submitted to IDEAL-Q for quantitation analysis. The peptide abundance was determined by extracted ion chromatography (XIC) and further normalized to internal peptide standard. The protein ratio was calculated by the weighted ratio of normalized peptide abundance in different samples.

Data processing and integration {#Sec12}
-------------------------------

For a comparative proteomics analysis, a protein profile of expression ratio is basically expected for the following pathway analyses. The scale of spectral proteomic data, however, is usually much smaller than that of genomic data. To quantify as many peptides as possible, for each sample we produced two spectral datasets by repeated MS experiments. The two datasets were subjected to the IDEAL-Q to perform protein identification and generate two protein profiles of expression ratio for the sample; the two profiles were further integrated into a single one for pathway analyses. The integration of the two profiles was done as follows. First, all the protein expression ratios were transformed into log~2~ ratios. Next, for each protein that had a different log~2~ ratio in the two profiles, we either removed the protein from our profiles or determined a unique log~2~ ratio for the protein based on the following two criteria. 1) If the expression of the redundant protein was in opposite up- and down-regulation directions in the two profiles and the inconsistency in expression is significant (numerical difference between the two fold changes \>5), the protein was removed. 2) Otherwise, the log~2~ ratio of the protein was set to be the average of the two log~2~ ratios of the protein. Finally, all the left proteins were pooled together to form a new profile. We totally obtained eight integrated membrane protein profiles of expression ratio for the following eight experimental samples: hiPSC CFB46 versus somatic precursor HFF, hiPSC CFB50 versus somatic precursor HFF, hESC NTU1 versus somatic precursor HFF, hESC H9 versus somatic precursor HFF, hiPSC CFB46 versus hESC NTU1, hiPSC CFB46 versus hESC H9, hiPSC CFB50 versus hESC NTU1, and hiPSC CFB50 versus hESC H9. The eight profiles respectively contained 1100, 1111, 1110, 1105, 1125, 1115, 1128, and 1122 protein expression ratios.

The eight profiles were further integrated into three profiles: one for hiPSCs versus somatic precursor HFF (hiPSCs/HFF), one for hESCs versus somatic precursor HFF (hESCs/HFF), and one for hiPSCs versus hESCs (hiPSCs/hESCs). We generated the hiPSCs/HFF profile by merging two hiPSC biological replicas, hiPSC CFB46 and hiPSC CFB50. Similarly, the hESCs/HFF profile was obtained by merging two hESC cell lines, hESC NTU1 and hESC H9. To generate the hiPSCs/hESCs profile, we first generated a profile for hiPSCs versus hESC NTU1 and a profile for hiPSCs versus hESC H9 by merging hiPSC biological replicas, and further integrated the two profiles into the hiPSCs/hESCs profile by merging the two hESC cell lines. All the aforementioned merges of two profiles were done by selecting those proteins quantified in both profiles, and the log~2~ ratio of each selected protein was set to be the average of the log~2~ ratios of the protein in the two source profiles.

Statistical correlation measure {#Sec13}
-------------------------------

Since the distributions of the protein expression ratios in our datasets were not characterized by any parameter, the Spearman correlation coefficients were therefore used to evaluate the similarity between our profiles. Given two ranked protein expression profiles **x** and **y**, the Spearman correlation coefficient *r* ~*s*~ of the two profiles is defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${r}_{s}=1-\frac{6\times {\sum }_{i=1}^{n}{({x}_{i}-{y}_{i})}^{2}}{n({n}^{2}-1)},$$\end{document}$$where *n* is the number of protein expression ratios in a profile, and *x* ~*i*~ and *y* ~*i*~ are protein expression ratios belong to **x** and **y**, respectively. *r* ~*s*~ receives a value of +1 or −1 if **x** and **y** are perfectly monotonic positive or negative correlated, respectively; it receives a value of zero if **x** and **y** are not correlated with each other. In this study, the calculation of the Spearman correlation coefficients was carried out by the R language (<https://www.r-project.org/>).

Enrichment of significant pathway {#Sec14}
---------------------------------

The bioinformatics tool Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)^[@CR18],[@CR19]^ was used in this study to enrich the target pathways with statistically significant difference between two cell types (e.g., hiPSC versus hESC). Given a protein profile sorted by the expression ratio between the two cell types, the target pathway is regarded as significant if most of its protein members are enriched in the top (up-regulated) or bottom (down-regulated) region of the profile. On the basis of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the GSEA first calculates an ES score (enrichment score) for the target pathway to measure the degree to which the pathway is enriched in the top-ranked or bottom-ranked region of the profile. Next, a normalized ES (NES) is calculated from the ES to take into account the pathway size. Finally, a false discovery rate (FDR) is determined based on the NES to represent the significance of the target pathway. The GSEA takes into consideration all the proteins from the experimental results without any filtration procedure. Thus, all the proteins are able to contribute to the enrichment analysis even if some of them have a very small fold change in expression^[@CR13]^. In this study, the parameters of the GSEA were empirically set as follows:The "difference of classes" metric was selected to rank proteins according to the log~2~ ratio between two phenotypic classes.The canonical pathways from KEGG database (MSigDB, v5.0)^[@CR14],[@CR15]^ and Reactome (MSigDB, v5.0)^[@CR53],[@CR54]^ databases were selected as our target pathways.The size of a target pathway ranged from 20 to 200 proteins.The permutation test of type "gene_set" was performed 1000 times for the target pathway.The pathways with an FDR \<25% were reported as significant pathways.

Protein-protein interaction database {#Sec15}
------------------------------------

To identify protein functions behind our experimental data, the protein-protein interaction database STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes)^[@CR55]^ was used to capture the functional modularity and interconnectivity among input proteins. Protein interaction relationship is encoded into networks in the STRING database. Proteins are represented by nodes in the networks and known or predicted interactions are represented by edges. Each edge in the networks is labelled a score in the range between 0 and 1 to represent the confidence level of the associated interaction. In this study, Homo sapiens was used as our model organism; those enriched proteins revealed by the GSEA pathway analyses were subjected to STRING v10 to identify interactions among these proteins with a confidence score higher than 0.4.
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